Neighbourhood Plan – Next Phase
In terms of our Project Plan we are nearly reaching a stage where we start to
prepare and write the plan. However preparatory work is required which
concentrates on three steps before we can start to draft the Plan itself.
1. To fully understand the Questionnaire results and assess their
implications.
2. From the Vision statement to identify our objectives based on the
results and from any other evidence, such as the Local Plan.
3. To look at different options to achieve those objectives.
To make speedier progress I suggest that we ask the 3 sub groups to look at:1. the questionnaire results in detail
2. start to draw up some conclusions
3. to consider identifying objectives – See NP Guidance Note 6
4. Considering possible options to achieve those objectives – Note 7
5. How these may be converted into practical policies. – Note 8
The following attempts to get a fair split of work:Housing and Settlement Group – co-ordinated by Mary looks at:• Housing – Questions 1,2,3,4,5,
• Settlement Boundary – Question 6
• Conservation and Heritage – Question 15,16,17
Environmental and Economic Group – co-ordinated by Simon looks at
• Renewable Energy – Question 7,8,
• Tourism 9,10,11,
• Infrastructure – Mobile Phones Question 12,
• Employment – 13,14,
• Flooding – Question 18 & 19
• Community Facilities –Question 20 & 21
Consultation & Communication Group – co-ordinated by Colin
• Other Comments including Vision Statement
• Checking out balance of respondents against Census Data and our
own records.
• Youth Questionnaire Results
• Carrying out wider research into potential policy areas
• Consider the employment of consultant (if agreed).
Richard and Sue joined after the sub Groups were formed so we need to
agree which Group they would join assuming they are so willing.
Timescale – Suggest next Steering Group is Wednesday February 19th when
sub group draft conclusions can be discussed.
Colin

